Stan Dawes Fencing

Supply & Install
BASTION
BALLCOURTS
We have incorporated all the Individual requirements
needed for a professional, robust, and affordable
Ballcourt. Our aim is to make it as simple as possible for
our end client, to obtain a complete ball-court fencing
solution. No need for you to source individual
components and work out how they fit together….we
have already done that, making use of our
Manufacturers vast experience with this type of product.

COMPLETE BALL-COURT SYSTEMS Gates, goal recesses,
spectator rail and hockey boards
INTEGRATED REBOUND PANEL OPTION A mesh panel specially designed to give an
even rebound

DURABLE
Ball-court systems endure more physical punishment
than your typical fence. The selection of construction
materials and design therefore are crucial to the success
of the overall project. We use only robust materials to
ensure that our ball-court system will withstand the
“wear and tear” to which it will be subjected.
COLOUR OPTIONS
Ballcourt panels can be coated in a variety of colours.
Rebound panels can be coated to match or contrast with
the upper mesh, and with the surrounding environment.

GOAL RECESS AREAS
The Bastion systems incorporate a
standard option for goal recess areas,
utilising smoothly rounded cover plates.

NOISE REDUCTION
The anti-rattle clip is designed to reduce noise between
panel and post whilst the court is in use

BASTION ‘MULTI-MESH’
SYSTEM

Rebound Panel option. This system was specifically
designed to provide a perfect „rebound board‟. The panel
is manufactured from 6mm vertical wires and twin 8mm
horizontals The overall height of the panel is 2.0mtr, of
which; up to a height of 1.2mtr the vertical wires are at
50mm centres and the horizontals at approx 68mm
centres, with every third horizontal reinforced with twin
wires. The remaining 800mm comprises of horizontals
spaced at 200mm centres. The „multi-mesh‟ panels
combine with Duo mesh panels, all fitted to a „box
section‟ RHS or SHS post, to achieve an overall fence
height of 3, 4 or 5mtr, or a combination thereof (for
example a 3mtr high court that increases to 5mtr behind
each goal).

‘DOUBLE-SKIN’ OPTION
‘multi-mesh’ panels can be fixed to both
sides of the post, allowing a rebound
surface to adjoining courts.
RIGIDITY
The rebound panel is designed to be the
strongest, most rigid panel available for
this purpose.
EASE OF INSTALLATION
Bastion mesh is easier to install than timber
boards.

BASTION DUO
SPORTSFENCE

Duo Panel option. As with the „multi-mesh‟ system, the
Bastion Duo Sportsfence is available in heights of 3, 4
and5mtr. The Bastion Duo panels are manufactured
from 6mm vertical wires and twin 8mm horizontals
‘HOCKEY BOARD”
Both options are available with universal fixing brackets
that facilitate the attachment of timber hockey boards
between 150 and 350mm in height, and a thickness of
up to 50mm. The hockey board is fitted in front of the
mesh.
GRADIENTS
Ball-courts are generally flat, but often a very gentle
gradient is required for drainage. Bastion Ballcourts can
be stepped by 35mm per post for this purpose.

BASTION BALLCOURT GATES
Single gates are nominally 1200mm wide by 2.0mtr high
for pedestrian access and double gates are nominally
3000mm wide by 3.0mtr high.The standard gate range is
ideal whether the fence around them is 3, 4 or 5mtr high
and are designed very much with safety in mind with
neither the hinges or the slip-latch handle protruding into
the court.

The Professional Choice

